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The AI Education Project is a 501(c)(3) non-profit 
that creates equitable learning experiences to 
excite and empower students with AI literacy. 

We believe that everyone—especially those who are 
likely to be disproportionately impacted by AI 
systems—should have access to the conceptual 
knowledge and skills they need to thrive as workers, 
creators, consumers, and citizens.
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The Challenge for 
Educators

Part 1
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The generative AI explosion: What is going on? 
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AI as we’ve known it: Prediction/Curation AI — ”Mostly Invisible”

Content Optimization Machine Vision and 
Autonomous Mobility

Other types of prediction 
and analysis
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What happened? The biggest technology breakthrough in human history
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AI today: Generative AI — “Creation AI”



SHARE OUT:
Have you used any Generative AI tools on your own? 
Which ones?
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(Kosinski, 2023)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2302.02083.pdf
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AI for Educators: Brisk Teaching

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ikGFxqYTTc&ab_channel=Brisk
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AI for Educators: Khanmigo from Khan Academy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M51vnDUsRm4&ab_channel=KhanAcademy
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Let’s talk about CHEATING …



AI in Education: What’s Happening?

What are school districts, ESAs, teachers unions, 
government organizations, etc. doing across the country?

● Establishing Communities of Practice
● Building nimble teams and guidelines
● Brining in several stakeholder groups

The challenge: 
How can schools address AI as it changes SO QUICKLY?!



Let’s Chat!

What does this make you think about your 
approach to AI for your district?

What do you need to be successful?



What can we do?
Part 2



AI is the most revolutionary technology in decades on par 
with computers, the internet, and mobile phones.

Bill Gates, American business magnate and co-founder of Microsoft - 2023
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Startups to TECH Giants Call Colorado Home

● CO tech industry has been one of the fastest growing sectors in the state
● State tech ecosystem encompasses a wide range of fields: Software 

development, aerospace, cybersecurity, energy, data science …
● Demand for skilled tech professionals is consistently high in CO
● Presence of top-tier universities and research institutions continue to 

contribute to a skilled workforce, but this is not enough

CTA information



Colorado TECH and Innovation

● Colorado’s tech industry accounts for 9% of employment and 18% of gross state 
product

● Over the next five years, tech occupations will grow by 11%
● In 2021, there were 272,461 employees in tech equal to 9.4% of state total 

employment
● 35 Postsecondary institutions had 5,100 degrees or certifications completed in 

Computer Science

Colorado is experiencing increased growth and struggles to fill open job positions.

CTA & Lightcast 2022 statistics



Colorado K-12 Update
● Growing interest in expanding CS Education in schools now add AI ED
● CS State standards - developed and adapted by CDE in 2018 

○ Create AI standards across all content areas
● CS Curriculum- many School Districts offer courses from Introduction to AP add 

AI integration to all classes + AI specific courses
○ 57% of all public HS teach a CS course (code.org); 154 schools teach AP CS in Colorado
○ 2,697 exams were taken in AP by CO high school students in 2022

■ 27% taken by females, 390 exams taken by Hispanic/Latino, 63 exams taken by 
Black/African American students

● Teacher Training- Efforts have been made to provide PD and certifications
○ CDE: CS Teacher Education Grant Program opens October 2023
○ Industry partners provide Certifications for teachers: IBM and CISCO
○ AI Certification

● Equity & Access-emphasis by organizations in the ED ecosystem
● Legislation and Policies - CO continues to integrate and promote the 

importance of CS in K-12 education (HB20-1360 $801,657 Teacher grants/HB19-1277 increase 
enrollments of underrepresented students)+ Add AI focus



What can we do in 
Colorado to support 
Education with the 
implementation  of 
Ai in our ecosystem?



CEI and aiEDU Next Steps
CEI and aiEDU will collaborate over the course of the 2023-24 school 
year to: 

1) Launch a growth-state steering committee to explore policy and 
practice implications.

2) Build AI awareness through a series of virtual summits and 
speaking engagements.

3) Explore statewide AI needs and perceptions.



Statewide Steering Committee

● Launch and facilitate Statewide Steering Committee
○ Engage in a series of work sessions identifying policy and practice priorities, 

creating a AI roadmap. The steering committee will be informed by 4-5 task force 
groups: 

■ Standards
■ Teacher workload reduction/retention of teachers
■ Curriculum
■ Policy
■ Research/Pedagogy

○ Attend virtual convenings and an in-person meeting at the end of the year.
○ Complete the AI in Ed Interest form. The link is in the chat or visit the CEI website



Dates to Save on Your Calendar
September 8: Complete the interest form posted in the chat or on CEI 
website

September 27: AI Webinar: 12-1p (MST)

Websites:

CEI - https://www.coloradoedinitiative.org/

AiEDU - https://www.aiedu.org/

QR Code for the Interest Form:      

https://www.coloradoedinitiative.org/
https://www.aiedu.org/


Resources
*not a part of presentation, but available to share with attendees*



Resources from our 
network/partners!



Resources

Department of Education, Office of Educational Technology: Artificial intelligence and the future of 
teaching and learning

● Generic framework for thinking about AI for schools that level-sets definitions, considerations, 
and contextualization

National Institute for Standards in Technology: AI Risk Management Framework
● How companies and organizations should think about risk management (data, privacy, 

safety, etc.)
Written for companies/industry but can be applied to general IT practices

UNESCO: Report on AI and Education
● Focus on human-centered applications of AI from a global perspective and has resources 

for policy makers
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development: Education and AI: preparing for the 
future & AI, Attitudes and Values

● Academic review of existing literature on AI and Education that dives into workforce 
development & skills for students 

Grammarly White Paper on AI & Education
● Gets more into implementation of AI tools for student-facing products

https://www2.ed.gov/documents/ai-report/ai-report.pdf
https://www2.ed.gov/documents/ai-report/ai-report.pdf
https://www.nist.gov/itl/ai-risk-management-framework
https://www.unesco.org/en/digital-education/artificial-intelligence
https://www.oecd.org/education/2030-project/about/documents/Education-and-AI-preparing-for-the-future-AI-Attitudes-and-Values.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/education/2030-project/about/documents/Education-and-AI-preparing-for-the-future-AI-Attitudes-and-Values.pdf
https://www.grammarly.com/blog/responsible-ai-education/


Additional Resources

Examples of Teachers 
Taking-On AI

● ELA AI Acceptable Use Policy
● How to Develop AI Policies
● Handling AI Bias in Classrooms
● Book: AI for Teachers

Guides & Thought Leaders
● OpenAI: Considerations for Teachers
● US Department of Education: AI and the Future of Teaching & Learning
● UNESCO Guide for Education Policies on AI
● UNESCO Recommendations on Ethics of AI
● ISTE Bringing AI to Schools

https://alicekeeler.com/2023/05/24/acceptable-use-policy-for-ai-in-the-ela-classroom/
https://www.loom.com/share/44605aa4dbea4053a7af83bc7f37b8bb
https://ditchthattextbook.com/navigating-ai-bias/
https://www.amazon.com/Educators-Strategies-Efficiencies-Artificial-Intelligence/dp/1956306471?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=&linkCode=sl1&tag=ditthatex-20&linkId=752fe222afbe977fda61affb86559d2e&language=en_US&ref_=as_li_ss_tl
https://platform.openai.com/docs/chatgpt-education
https://www2.ed.gov/documents/ai-report/ai-report.pdf
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000376709
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000381137
https://qrcodes.pro/7anUhS


Curricular Resources 
from us!



AI Snapshots

5 Minutes

Intro to AI

10 Weeks

Project Dashboard

Several Hours

AI Challenges

Independent

TEACH AI



A 10-week project-based learning course that introduces the 

fundamentals of AI through engaging, culturally relevant 

lessons, in a format that’s intuitive for students.

Intro to AI

35x 45-minute lessons

Grades 9-12

Teacher-led

TEACH AI



Plans and resources are provided for every lesson, including slides!

Intro to AI

TEACH AI



A collection of unique, engaging projects for high school students. Choose what’s 

right for your classroom from a mix of independent and teacher-led projects in a 

variety of subjects.

Project Dashboard

TEACH AI



180 classroom warm ups designed to

spark debate, ignite curiosity, and build community.

AI Snapshots

180x 5-minute warm ups

Grades 9-12

Teacher-led

TEACH AI



Influence how AI works, experiment with AI, and 

share your findings with your community.

AI Challenges

LEARN AI



Bookmark it!
Look for the link in the chat.

www.aiedu.org/ai-in-five

Get ready for the future in just 5 minutes!

AI in 5 Minutes

LEARN AI



Bookmark it!
Look for the link in the chat.

www.aiedu.org/aitoolkits

Designed to empower teachers, parents and 

other community champions to share the 

importance of AI literacy in their community.

AI Toolkits

RESOURCE


